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Abstract
The crux of this dissertation is to understand human walking behavior. Walking is

one of the most fundamental human activities. Study of walking behavior is difficult

because it demands ubiquitous monitoring of a large subject pool for an extended

period of time and consideration of multiple covariates. This research examines three

factors that may significantly affect walking activity.

The first factor is self-awareness. To this end, we use a smartphone app (iBurnCalo-

rie) that transforms accelerometer readings to caloric values. The app keeps the user

informed about her/his walking output. The original caloric transformation assumes

that the users walk on a flat ground, which is not always true. In our research, we

propose a novel calibration method that takes into account surface inclination, thus

improving the accuracy of the initial mapping.

The second factor that likely affects walking behavior is weather. The most

common pollutant is ozone, and walking under unsafe ozone conditions is unhealthy.

The current ozone alert technologies are neither highly dynamic nor highly specific

in terms of locale and, hence, not very informative for walkers. In this dissertation,

we have designed, developed, and evaluated an app called OzoneMap that delivers

spatio-temporal ozone information. In a study that we performed, we documented

the relevance and usefulness of such ozone information for walkers. Subsequently, we

incorporated the OzoneMap app within the iBurnCalorie app.

The third factor that likely affects walking behavior are the role models to which

people compare themselves. In fact, the iBurnCalorie app supports the search and

selection of role models from its user base; the users can monitor themselves and role

models they freely choose. We analyzed entrainment effects among dominant and
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non-dominant nodes in the app’s walker network. Identifying positive and negative

reinforcement patterns that occur naturally will inform future interventions where

struggling walkers, based on their characteristics, will be optimally matched to role

models.

The outcome of this work will be an updated iBurnCalorie app that computes

caloric expenditure from walking more accurately, maximizes the opportunities for

safe walking in polluted metropolitan centers, and virtually pairs walkers with role

models that stand the best likelihood of behavioral inducing modification.
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Chapter 1

Overview

With the propagation of technology into every aspect of daily living, lifestyles of

people have changed dramatically from active to sedentary. Most people drive to

work, and few jobs require physical activity. As a consequence, the main physical

activity, walking, has been diminishing, although the human body is a highly artic-

ulated walking machine. This has led to a large number of serious health diseases,

most importantly obesity. Obesity is caused primarily by overeating and inadequate

physical activity. Consequently, a tool to reflect how mobile or active one is would

be of great benefit.

People interact with nature each moment of their lives, and they may not prefer to

go outdoors and exercise when the weather is very cold or when air pollution is high.

In particular, man-made weather is an under recognized factor in big cities. Walking

activity mostly happens outside where there is risk of exposure to air pollution. They
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should be able to check air quality before they go out. Since environmental factors

play a vital role in the activity of human beings.

The nature of human interaction is not random. People form ties with others,

creating social networks. These ties are dynamic and change often as people respond

to the behaviors of those in their networks. Therefore, networking is paramount for

this research operation.

Putting all these aforementioned factors together, quantitatively monitoring of

these factors has been distinctly difficult due to the large number of subjects needed

and the required 24/7 nature of monitoring. Therefore, an effective way to collect

large amount of real-time data is needed.

In this century, there is no doubt that the most widely used device is a mobile

phone. There are many advantages of using this device to collect data, since people

carry mobile phones most of the time. Also, the phones allow capturing of self-

reported data in an unobtrusive manner with the help of many built-in sensors.

These reasons led to the use of this ubiquitous device to gather data and probe the

influences of these three factors.

This dissertation is organized to cover each of these factors in Chapter 2, 3, and

4. In each chapter, section 1 begins with an introduction in which I state prior works

and elaborate. Section 2 deals with methodology where I describe tools that I used

to perform studies. Section 3, I expound upon data analysis in the studies section.

Finally, conclusions and discussion are considered.
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Chapter 2

Awareness

2.1 Introduction

The sedentary lifestyle is a serious problem in modern society. According to the

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), only 33% of adults in the

United States engage in physical activity on a regular basis [51]. Long-term inactivity

is associated with the emergence of the obesity epidemic and a significant increase

in morbidity rates [26].

Physical activities used to be naturally integrated into peoples’ daily lives [37].

Men had to walk to their workplaces and expend physical effort as part of their

work assignments. Women had to do dishes and laundry by hand. Nowadays, most

people drive to their workplace, and very few jobs require strenuous physical activity.

Dishwashers and laundry machines have eliminated physical activity even in daily
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chores.

Among all physical activities, walking is the most fundamental and the one with

which the human physique is most perfectly in tune [36]. Unlike other physical

activities, walking can be measured with a ubiquitous mobile sensor, the accelerom-

eter. There are products built around accelerometers to help people keep track of

their walking and running activity, such as the Nike+iPod [46] and several oth-

ers [3,8]. Now that smartphones also have accelerometers, many mobile applications

have emerged that aim to motivate walking through self-monitoring [38,58]. In more

heavy-handed approaches, researchers have explored mobile entertainment interven-

tions to change people’s sedentary habits [10, 11,31].

Despite their potential, all these products and applications lack a formal frame-

work where the target population and the population’s behavior have been quan-

titatively investigated and justified. Without such a framework, the success of an

intervention cannot easily be scaled up. Fogg, one of the fathers of ‘Persuasive Tech-

nology’ [27], proposed an eight-step plan for a successful interventional design [28].

He suggested that in the first three steps, researchers should determine the tar-

get population, the target behavior, and the detractor from the target behavior.

Here, ‘target behavior’ denotes a narrowly-defined behavior, antithetical to general

behaviors, such as ‘physically active’. Fogg recommended simple and quantifiable

behaviors for this purpose. In our context, this could translate to ‘walking before

lunch’ or something similar.

In this dissertation, we fill a gap in the literature by negotiating the first three
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steps of Fogg’s plan in the context of smartphone walking apps. Most of the walking

activity studies were controlled, involving formal subject recruitment. They were also

carried out using questionnaires or specialized devices, not smartphones. Such studies

have small value for our purposes, because they do not identify the demographics

that are naturally attracted to smartphone walking apps. Furthermore, only a few

of these studies involve the collection and analysis of accelerometer data from a

large population. Dinger and Behrens outfitted 245 female and 209 male college

students with body-worn accelerometers for seven consecutive days [21]. The Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) collected walking activity data using

ActiGraph accelerometers [3] and included these in the NHANES 2003-2004 and the

NHANES 2004-2005 reports [45]. Using the NHANES 2003-2004 report, Metzger et

al. analyzed walking activity patterns of 3,458 adults [41,42].

Even in these notable efforts the performance period was limited to a week. Any

further scale up would have been difficult, because of the logistics (the administering

organizations owned and managed hundreds of devices). The protocol was relatively

obtrusive, as the subjects were forced to carry an accelerometer, an extra device. This

would not be the case if the measurements were performed via a smartphone app.

With the proliferation of smartphones, this data collection option has been gaining

momentum in physical activity studies and beyond [32], driving our research.

To add to the fledging literature on walking activity studies, we developed an

iPhone app called ‘iBurnCalorie’ [56]. iBurnCalorie uses the iPhone’s accelerometer

readings to measure calories spent in walking activity. Over a period of one year,
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from June 2013 to June 2014, over 4,000 users, without any solicitation, took to

the iBurnCalorie application. They were from all over the world, offering a repre-

sentative sample of humanity. Of these users, 62% were from America, 22% were

from Europe, and the rest were from Asia. Their walking activity data, along with

profiling information that did not compromise anonymity (gender, age, and Body

Mass Index), were stored in our server and analyzed according to an approved Insti-

tutional Review Board (IRB) protocol. The knowledge gained from the study stands

to benefit future interventional designs per the persuasive design philosophy laid out

by Fogg [28]. In order to gain a greater understanding of people’s daily activity

and patterns, we implemented a set of features that enabled the app to run in the

background and we made possible physical activity recognition in real time.

2.2 Methodology

The central principles of our application design are accuracy, simplicity, and minimal-

ism. Our purpose is to collect walking activity data, rather than heavily intervening

in an attempt to change behaviors. Hence, on the one hand we record walking bouts

as accurately as possible, and on the other hand we communicate to the user as little

information as possible in order to minimize any interventional effect.

At first launch, the user sees a registration screen (Figure 2.1a), where s/he enters

her/his preferred username and some profile information needed for the caloric cal-

culation and subsequent data analysis. This information includes the user’s gender,
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age, weight, and height. The application’s main screen shows an avatar representing

the user (Figure 2.2). When the user walks, the avatar walks. When the user does

not walk, the avatar ‘sleeps’. The number of walking calories spent thus far in the

day is shown below the avatar.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Registration screen. (b) Main screen.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Placement screen. (b) History screen.

At the bottom of the app’s main screen the user can view the progress of another

entity, a sort of yardstick. The user can choose this entity to be another active

user or a statistic (e.g., mean walking activity of all the users). The application

uses the caloric computation we reported in Fujiki et al. [29]. This formula does not
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only transform accelerometer values to caloric values based on biomedically validated

regression curves, but also adjusts for different locations on the user’s body where

the iPhone may be carried (Figure 2.2a). Finally, the user can view graphs of her/his

caloric expenditure over the last week, month, or year (Figure 2.2b).

The iPhone client communicates with the backend to store the user’s profile infor-

mation and caloric expenditure/accelerometer data. The caloric expenditure/accelerometer

data are logged every five seconds, allowing us to conduct high resolution monitoring

of walking activity.

2.3 Studies

2.3.1 Usability Study

In order to draw a portrait of the iBurnCalorie user and understand her/his walking

behaviors, we analyzed data collected over period of one year from June 2013 to June

2014.

The initial release of the iBurnCalorie application did not use any automated

activity recognition engine, nor was it able to record activity while in background

mode. The app depended on the user for daily activation and selection the current

mode of activity (walking, biking or driving). After 8 months, we released a major

update, enabling the app to record in background mode. Subsequently, after two

months of data collection, we released another major update, allowing the app to

9



Table 2.1: Definition of User Persistence

UP Criteria # users

Low 1 < days logged ≤ 5 4323

Medium 5 < days logged ≤ 10 114

High 10 <days logged 81

automatically detect user activity. Based on these three different versions of the

iBurnCalorie application, we partitioned the collected data into three groups: NB -

No Background support, WB - With Background support, and WB+AR - With

Background + Activity Recognition support. We have analyzed the effects of each

of these major updates on user activity throughout our data collection period.

In order to facilitate meaningful data analysis based on our compromise solution,

we categorized the users according to the persistence with which they used the ap-

plication. For this, we defined a variable called User Persistence (UP), as shown in

Table 2.1.

The low category represents the bulk of the user base, people who downloaded

the application and used it a few times, or checked it once and never opened it again.

This group of fleeting users is the overwhelming majority, not only in physical activity

apps, such as ours, but in every online endeavor, including massive online courses.

The portrait of this subset informs the interventional designer of which group NOT

to target. Behavioral modification is difficult enough even for people who have
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some commitment; it is impossible for indifferent individuals. The medium category

represents relatively more committed users who used the app many times over the

course of a week. It is a sizable minority and should be the prime target of a new

interventional design. These users appear to be ripe for behavioral change, but it

is obvious that they need some help. The high category represents a small core of

fanatics who kept using the app over the course of several weeks or months.

There are three important covariates that need to be analyzed within each UP

level in order to reveal user portraits: gender, age, and Body Mass Index (BMI).

There were 3130 female users compared to only 1121 males (M/F = 0.36); 267 users

did not identify their gender. Not only were females the majority of the registered

users, but their relative percentage also steadily increased in the most persistent user

categories (Figure 2.3a).

Table 2.2 defines the age distribution variable we used in our analysis. Figure 2.3b

shows the age distribution (WHO classification) for different UP levels. It is clear

that the most persistent users are middle-aged adults, while the most fleeting users

are teenagers.

Figure 2.4 shows the BMI distribution per UP level. Low and Medium have an

equitable mix of lean, overweight, and obese users, confirming the random nature of

these non-committed groups. In the most persistent users, the overweight and obese

groups make up the overwhelming majority. These are the people who will benefit

the most from future walking interventions, and, thus, it is great news that they are

also receptive users.
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Table 2.2: Definition of age categories

Age (years) Category

x < 18 Adolescent

18 ≤ x < 34 Young Adult

34 ≤ x < 45 Middle Age

x ≥ 45 Late Middle Age

The covariate analysis per UP level reveals that the most ripe demographic for

behavioral change (and thus the target of a future interventional app) is a middle-

aged and overweight or obese female.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Gender distribution per UP level. (b) Age distribution per UP level.

In the initial release of our application, the user was prompted to manually input
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Figure 2.4: BMI distribution (WHO classification) per User Persistency level.

his/her current activity. For example, when the user walks or drives, s/he chooses

the corresponding module from the user interface. We collected data over the course

of eight months for this initial release, during which time the app was not updated.

When we analyzed the collected data, we realized that iBurnCalorie users did not

use the driving and biking modules as much as we had expected. This prompted us

to enable the application to run in background mode. We implemented and released

that version of the app in March 2014.

After a couple of weeks, we analyzed the recently collected data and realized that

we were getting a significant amount of driving and walking activity data. We took

it further by implementing an automatic activity detection algorithm (Algorithm 1)

that senses when a user’s mode of activity has changed with the help of GPS readings.

GPS allows our framework to calculate the user speed every five seconds. Based on

13



the calculated speed, our algorithm takes care of setting the appropriate current

motion type of the user (walking or driving). In this way, if a user’s motion type

is walking at the time that s/he begins to drive, the user’s new speed will indicate

that his/her mode of activity should be changed. Similarly, if a user stops driving

and begins to walk, our algorithm uses accelerometer data to rule out other possible

causes of the decrease in speed. It then changes the mode of activity to walking.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for automatic activity recognition.

if currentSpeed ≤ kMaximumWalkingSpeed then

vectorSum ← ‖accelerometer‖

if vectorSum ≥ kMinimumAcceleration then

motionType ← walking

else

motionType ← driving

end if

else

motionType ← driving

end if

In order to analyze the data that was collected from users in walking mode,

we divided the whole timeline from June 2013 to June 2014 into 5-minute time

slots, creating a 288 row by 381 column matrix where 288 = (24 × 60 minutes) ÷

5 minutes, and 381 days is the duration of our data collection period. Each cell in

the matrix contained the total activity that occurred on the corresponding day and
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in the corresponding 5-minute slot.

To get a signal representation of daily activity, we wanted to use our data to

determine the mean usage in minutes of the application by users across all three

persistence categories and throughout all three phases of the app’s release. We first

converted the 288 5-minute time slots into 24 1-hour time slots. This was done by

summing together the rows of the matrix described above in twelves. Although this

lowered the resolution of the data, it gave us a more meaningful visual representation.

The formula we used to convert the information in the matrix to mean usage in

minutes is below. µusage here represents the mean usage in minutes for a particular

1-hour time slot within one of the three phases NB, WB, or WB+AR. Figure 2.5a and

2.5b project one year of data collection for walking and driving activity, respectively.

If we focus on the distribution of dark color areas, it is evident that there are two

horizontal active bands in the graph: one in the morning and another in the evening.

This corresponds to our expectation that either walking or driving patterns of users

would create peaks in the data around pre- and post-work hours (Figure 2.6 and

Figure 2.7).

µusage =
i=n∑
i=1

(
Active logsi ×m seconds

Active usersi × 60 seconds

)
× 1

n

In this formula, n is the duration in days of the particular phase in question.

Active logsi refers to the number of active logs in the relevant time slot on day i of

n, and Active usersi refers to the number of users who were active at any time on

15



day i of n.

m represents the number of seconds that one active log represents in each phase.

That is, when a user was active in any of the three phases, a log of their activity was

sent every m seconds. Therefore, the total seconds a user spent active during some

time frame can be calculated by multiplying the number of logs sent by m seconds,

for the corresponding value of m. This usage in seconds is further divided by 60

seconds for conversion to minutes.

Finally, the sum is divided by the duration of the phase in days. Note that it

is not guaranteed that activity occurred on all days within the phase in question.

Therefore, both this and the division by active users per day, rather than active users

per time slot, can potentially somewhat dampen our data. We considered this to be

a beneficial.

We wanted to compare user walking and driving activities of each version to

find out how intensity of iBurnCalorie app usage was affected by major updates.

Allowing the app to run continuously in the background (WB) increased app usage for

walking and driving activities by factors of 0.2 and 6.6, respectively. By implementing

WB+AR, we further increased walking and driving activity usage by factors of 0.3

and 2, respectively.

Correlation coefficients were computed between all versions to show similarities

between each stage’s driving activity. Table 2.3 demonstrates quantitatively, through

correlation values, similarities between all versions. The coefficients are reported in
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Figure 2.5: (a) Visualization of users walking activity for all days. (b) Visualization

of users driving activity for all days.

the format {walking, driving}. Quantitatively, there is a high correlation between

WB and WB+AR.

Table 2.3: Computed Pearson correlation for each version.

NB WB

NB - -

WB {0.81,0.83} -

WB+AR {0.85,0.78} {0.89,0.92}

Figure 2.8 shows box-plots of app usage across the three stages. To statistically

validate the findings, we ran the ANOVA test on walking activity and p = 0.311

(p > 0.05) computed. It shows that app usage was not significantly increased across
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Figure 2.8: Box-plots of the app usage in (a) walking and (b) driving.

the three stages of the release. In addition, for usage of each version of app, we

performed a paired t-test on the µusage values. The results show that all the pairs

are not statistically significant within 95% confidence interval. On the other side,

we also ran the ANOVA test on the µusage of driving activity and found p < 0.05,

showing that app usage was significantly different across the three stages of the

release. Statistical analysis revealed that WB and WB+AR statistically increased

the driving data collection.

To answer the question of what specific behaviors an interventional app should

target, we constructed a cumulative graph of the active logs during the diurnal cycle

for the one year performance period. Since most users activate the app every time

they are about to take a substantive walk, this graph shows which times of the day

are the most popular walking times. Figure 2.6 shows that the most popular walking

times are early in the morning and early in the evening, times that coincide with

the pre- and post-work periods. What this graph confirms quantitatively, we know
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anecdotally. Indeed, working hours are sedentary hours spent at the office and, even

for willing subjects, the only obvious periods to walk are before and after work.

Hence, if we want to further increase the walking activity of subjects, we have to

find some opening during the work hours. The most opportune opening is the time

around the lunch break, where already the graph shows a small bump in walking

activity with respect to the rest of the work hours. For example, eating the lunch

in a nearby park instead of eating it in the office is a simple step that has a chance

to become routine for committed users, based on the fledging trends revealed in the

data.

2.3.2 Feasibility Study

Many walking monitoring apps are available to make users aware of their walk-

ing behavior. Typically, these apps estimate energy expenditure by mapping the

smartphone accelerometers’ readings to caloric values through a calibration algo-

rithm [30] [34] [53]. However, these calibration algorithms assume a flat surface,

which is not always true and can introduce significant errors. We outline a novel

calibration approach that estimates surface inclination for uphill walking, thus im-

proving the caloric estimation in mobile walking apps.

A validation study conducted by Kane et. al. discussed the issue with the Nike+

device [53]. They measured energy expenditure of 3 mph treadmill walking at the

surface incline of 0%, 5%, and 10% via the Nike+ device. They reported that the

Nike+ device was unable to detect increased energy expenditure of walking uphill.
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An alternate approach is to pool the elevation information from web in real time

(e.g, Google Elevation). The major limitation of this approach is the gross spatial

resolution. Google Elevation offers an accuracy range of ±30meters. Also, it allows

only 2500 free url calls per 24-hour period. Additionally, the url calls consume the

user’s data plan. Therefore, the web-based approach does not appear to be a practical

solution.

In this study, we outline an accelerometer-based approach to correct the mapping

error, because the accelerometer-based approach has its own advantages in terms of

the limited availability of the global positioning system (GPS) or barometers and

their nontrivial energy cost. In particular, we propose a linear model to estimate

surface incline from the accelerometer readings. Once surface incline is known, it is

factored into the energy expenditure estimation, as described in [55]. Various uphill

walking scenarios are simulated in the lab experiment to construct the model.

A total of nine participants (4 normal weight, 4 overweight, and one obese) vol-

unteered in the experiment. Their ages ranged between 23 and 34 years (µ ± σ =

26.77±3.59) and Body Mass Index (BMI) ranged between 22 and 32 kg.m−2 (µ±σ =

25.95 ± 3.30). The experiment is approved by the university’s institutional review

board.

Figure 2.9 shows the experimental setup. Each participant’s body movement was

recorded via the accelerometer embedded in the iPhone 5. The iPhone was attached

on the participant’s thigh. The attachment was randomized between right thigh and

left thigh to ensure unbiased data recording. The iPhone was attached in a portrait
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Figure 2.9: The experimental setup. The inset image shows the iPhone attachment.

orientation to avoid data variability (see Figure 2.9).

The experiment featured a total of nine walking sessions, including a warm-

up session of three minutes, followed by eight exercise sessions of one-and-a-half

minutes. Each walking session was followed by a four-minute-long relaxation period

where participants rested in a comfortable chair. During the warm-up session, the

participants were asked to walk on a treadmill at 3 mph speed at 0% surface incline.

The treadmill’s surface incline is measured as the percentage rise in the height at
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every 100meter length. Most regular-use treadmills incline only by 15%. Therefore,

we used a high-end treadmill called Incline Trainer from FreeMotion which inclines

up to 30%. During the exercise sessions, the participants walked on the treadmill at 2

different speeds (2 mph, and 3 mph). For each speed, the participants were required

to walk at four different surface inclines (0%, 10%, 20%, and 30%). The surface

incline values in percentage translate into 0o, 5.74o, 11.53o, and 17.45o, respectively.

The order of the exercise sessions was randomized for each participant to minimize

the confounding factors.

The accelerometer data was collected only during the exercise sessions. Thus, a

total of 72 recordings (9 participants x 8 recordings/participant) of the accelerometer

data was collected in the study.

From each accelerometer recording, the first and last 10 seconds of the data were

discarded. This precautionary step was taken to exclude the data collected during the

transient period when the treadmill was gradually reaching its predefined speed and

the participants were adjusting to their walking rhythm. The portrait orientation

of the iPhone’s attachment to the thigh positions situated the accelerometer’s Y-

axis in the direction of the legs motions and the other two axes (X-axis and Z-axis)

orthogonal to the motions (see Figure 2.9). This arrangement reflected the vertical

component of gravity acceleration in Y-axis and its horizontal component in X-

axis and Z-axis. With the portrait orientation, the vertical component (Gravity

Y) captured the maximum amount of the motion. We, therefore, included in the

statistical analysis the gravity readings from the Y-axis only. If the phone was placed
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Figure 2.10: Y-axis gravity values from participant P2’s walking sessions at 3 mph

speed for various surface inclines.
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in the landscape orientation, we would have used the X-axis gravity component. In

any case, the phone orientation can be easily calculated via the OS (iOS in this case)

SDK.

Figure 2.10 shows raw Gravity Y (GY) signals at different surface inclines. The

signals are acquired from participant P2’s walking sessions at 3 mph speed. The

figure clearly illustrates that the GY signal’s mean value (µGY ), as well as its spread,

(σGY ) is gradually increasing with the rise in the surface incline.

Figure 2.11 shows box-plots of the Gravity Y readings for all nine participants.

Qualitatively speaking, the results confirm the gradual increasing trend of Gravity Y

in both walking sessions for all nine participants. To validate the findings statistically,

we computed the correlation coefficient (R) between the mean Gravity Y (µGY ) and

surface incline. Specifically, we first computed the R value per participant per speed.

Thus, we achieved a total of nine R values per speed. Then we computed the mean

(µR) of the R values for each walking speed. The results are reported in Figure

2.12. Figure 2.12(a) illustrates strong linearity (µR = 0.96) between the mean values

(µGY ) and the surface inclines for 2 mph walking. Figure 2.12(b) also indicates strong

linearity (µR = 0.96) between the bivariate for 3 mph walking.

Having established the linear relationship between Gravity Y and surface incline,

we explored the specificity property of Gravity Y. In particular, we were interested to

examine whether the Gravity Y reveals any statistically significant difference between

two surface inclines. For each walking speed, we performed paired T-test on the µGY

values of two surface inclines. The test was run exhaustively on all surface incline
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Figure 2.11: Box-plots of the Gravity Y readings for the entire dataset.
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pairs. Table 2.4 summarizes the test results (P values) for the 2 mph walking sessions.

Table 2.5 summarizes the test results for the 3 mph walking sessions. The results

show that all the pairs have statistically significant difference with 95% confidence

interval.

Surface Incline 0% 10% 20%

0% - - -

10% 0.0080 - -

20% 0.0023 0.004 -

30% 0.0001 0.0000 0.0006

Table 2.4: Paired T-test results (P values) for the 2 mph walking sessions. n = 9 for

all the tests.

Surface Incline 0% 10% 20%

0% - - -

10% 0.0311 - -

20% 0.0003 0.0000 -

30% 0.0008 0.0001 0.0130

Table 2.5: Paired T-test results (P values) for the 3 mph walking sessions. n = 9 for

all the tests, except for the 0%-10% pair for which n = 6.

We modeled the bivariate relationship via least-squares linear regression. Figure

2.12(a) illustrates linear fit (blue colored line) and goodness of fit (r2 = 0.99) for the
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population mean of 2 mph walking. Figure 2.12(b) illustrates linear fit (blue colored

line) and goodness of fit (r2 = 0.96) for the population mean of 3 mph walking. The

regression equations shown in the figure map Gravity Y to surface incline.

Once surface incline is estimated from the aforementioned model, its value is

factored in the following equation to estimate metabolic consumption of walking [55]:

V O2 = 3.5 + 0.1(speed) + 1.8(speed)(incline)

The speed parameter of this equation can be estimated from the accelerometer, as

well [49]. Finally, the metabolic estimation (V O2) is mapped to caloric consumption

via the following equation [6]:

E = (V O2 −BMR) ∗ 5/(Body Mass)

BMR in the equation is basal metabolic rate.

2.4 Conclusions and Discussion

Our usability study describes the first step in a methodical approach to developing

smartphone interventions for increasing people’s walking activity, the simplest and

most fundamental of all physical activities. At the core of this approach is the

admission that changes in walking behaviors are difficult for two reasons: (a) because

behavioral changes are difficult in general, and (b) because nearly every aspect of

modern life tends to eliminate walking.

We can design a smartphone interventional application that will make a difference
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only if we identify the demographics that are ripe for behavioral changes and are

naturally attracted to this mode of mediation. In addition, we need to find openings

in people’s busy daily schedules to allow the behavioral changes to take root. These

design requirements are rooted in Fogg’s persuasive plan and we followed a specific

strategy to fulfill them. We developed the iBurnCalorie app [56], with emphasis on

simplicity and accuracy, in order to collect data. The data analysis revealed that the

candidate demographic for future interventions is middle-aged, overweight, or obese

individuals. The data analysis also identified the time around the lunch break as the

most opportune opening for establishing changes in users’ walking routines.

How this information will be used in an interventional app is up to the imagination

of the designer. Certainly this information helps designers avoid some fundamental

mistakes. For example, sending motivational notifications to the user during work

hours, when probably s/he cannot do much (Figure 2.6), would simply frustrate

and annoy the user. Sending a single motivational notification around lunchtime,

however, may hit the target. Furthermore, designing a walking intervention around

a game that appeals to teenagers would risk missing the most receptive portion of

the user base.

The current state of the app features three modules measuring different aspects

of human mobility: walking, biking, and driving. So far, we have researched and

implemented automatic activity recognition for the top two common human mobil-

ity patterns in current daily life. Automatic detection of biking activity by itself

is a whole new research topic ready to be explored, which will require GPS and
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accelerometer data analysis.

This feasibility study presents an innovative approach to demonstrate proof of

concept of the surface inclination estimation via the iPhone accelerometer. Specif-

ically, we show that the accelerometer’s gravity component linearly correlates to

surface incline. Furthermore, we outline a calibration method that incorporates the

incline estimation to the caloric mapping algorithms, thus improving the caloric es-

timation in mobile walking apps. This study will help application developers who

are working on ubiquitous devices to easily calculate accurate slope information from

accelerometer data and to make a better correlation of energy consumption, thereby

indirectly benefiting walkers who carry these devices. Experimental results show that

this approach can be used to effectively recognize different slopes via smartphone.

We only analyzed two different speeds. Motivated by these strong results, this study

could be further improved for placement of an iPhone on other body locations. The

feasibility of this approach opens a new range of opportunities to improve accuracy

of existing applications.

This feasibility investigation is limited to only uphill walking, primarily because

downhill walking is difficult to simulate in the lab environment. Expanding the

investigation to a full-scale study, will be needed to include a larger participant pool

(diverse demographics with wider age range) and a full range of walking speeds (1.8

mph, 2.2 mph, 2.6 mph and 3 mph) with four different inclines (0,8,16,24 gradient)

for uphill walking. The proposed method considers only walking activity, but it will

need to include running activity, because running activity also plays an important
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role in caloric expenditure in daily life. Furthermore, it would be better to expand the

experiment to have some data collection from real-world life. Compared to activities

on the treadmill, calculating walking and running in the real world could contribute

more meaningful data to the caloric expenditure estimation. Outdoors, terrain is

more varied, with downhill areas following inclines. It would provide an opportunity

to find out whether downhill movement acts as a false positive (that is, registers as

uphill motion).

Directions for further work could be extended to investigate the impact of surface

incline on caloric estimation algorithms used in walking monitoring apps. We show

that the mapping between the accelerometer readings and caloric values significantly

underestimates energy expenditure for uphill walking. Therefore, mapping needs to

be calibrated for the surface incline. This issue, ultimately, points to a need for a

real-time estimation of surface incline.
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Chapter 3

Environmental Effect

3.1 Introduction

There has been a proliferation of lifestyle weather information, ranging from air

quality to allergy reports. Up to now, such reporting has been categorical and qual-

itative. Reporting of environmental pollution levels, in particular, has been mostly

qualitative. For example, ‘Ozone Alert - avoid outdoor activities’, accompanied by

a warning symbol is a typical message in weather bulletins. With the prolifera-

tion of specialty sensors in metropolitan areas and the development of interpolation

algorithms, real-time quantitative pollutant information across space has become fea-

sible [2] [19]. Such detailed and live information can help people plan their localized

outdoor activities with greater freedom. Relevant smartphone apps have appeared

in the App Store and the Android Market, rendering this information ubiquitous.
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How to represent this newly minted data to facilitate communication and user

interaction is an open question. Issues of pollution are politically charged. Local

agencies and advocacy groups (the guardians of environmental data) often come

with their own ideological preconceptions masqueraded as design proposals. Poorly

conceived and often conflicting interfaces undercut the usefulness and potential of

these applications. The problem is exacerbated by the small display factor in mobile

devices. Things look especially bleak if one considers the future integration of the

various environmental reports in a composite mapping interface. Adopting compet-

ing design philosophies, such integrated maps would pose usability challenges.

Here we present an iPhone app for reporting the spatio-temporal evolution of

ozone clouds in the Houston metropolitan area where a distributed network of envi-

ronmental sensors has been installed. A unique feature of this app is the interpolation

among sensor stations that yields a continuous measurement plane superimposed on

the corresponding geospatial map. Other apps provide quantitative ozone informa-

tion for the closest sensor station [9] [44] or a broader area [43] [24], leaving the user

to guess the current ozone level in her/his exact location. On the other end of the

spectrum, mobile ozone sensor systems inform the user of ozone levels in her/his

exact location but no further [18] [47].

Our app’s high spatial resolution over an extended region is a harbinger of things

to come; it poses both a design opportunity and a challenge on which we comment

in this chapter. In fact, we reported in [56] our initial design deliberations and in

the perceptions of potential users prior to the app’s release in the App Store. In this
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chapter we report the results of a usability study on actual users following the app’s

release in the App Store, which brings closure to the design issue. We also report

the collection and analysis of user profiles and usage patterns. This is important

information that is likely to improve development and marketing strategies for such

apps in the future.

3.2 Methodology

Ozone in high concentrations is a harmful pollutant, and physical activity is highly

discouraged in its presence [17]. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) re-

ports a tolerable standard of 75 parts per billion (ppb) [23]. Beyond that, ozone

levels are unhealthy, first for sensitive groups, then above 95 ppb for everyone else.

Sensitive groups include people who suffer from asthma and other respiratory ail-

ments.

In the presence of sunlight, chemical reactions between oxides of nitrogen (NOx)

and volatile organic compounds (VOC) create ground level ozone. Emissions from

industrial facilities and motor vehicle exhaust are the major sources of NOx and

VOC. Hence, ozone pollution is produced in certain parts of metropolitan areas and

is then transported by prevailing winds [40].

The purpose of our OzoneMap app [14] is to communicate the ozone movement

for the last two hours. Presently, the app can do this for Houston only, but soon it

will expand to include additional cities. Forty ozone sensors distributed across the
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greater Houston area send measurements to our server every five minutes. These

measurements are interpolated, forming a smooth 2D matrix that maps to the ge-

ographic region under monitoring. Sequencing of these matrices for the last two

hours forms a 3D matrix that captures the ozone’s spatiotemporal evolution. If the

matrices’ values are color mapped, then an animation can be formed to depict the

recent movement of ozone clouds.

Please note a number of characteristic factors that define the transitional and

critical character of the OzoneMap and other similar apps:

1. It is unlikely that such apps will remain stand-alone for very long. Ozone

clouds constitute manmade weather and naturally belong to weather apps as

part of their lifestyle map section. Real-time ozone mapping can also be linked

to physical activity apps (walking, running, and biking), since this information

mostly concerns users who are physically active outdoors.

2. These apps provide information for specific metropolitan areas with acute ozone

problems and with a sensor network in place (e.g., Houston). As the infras-

tructure is developed in other metropolitan areas, such information will become

available for cities across the United States and beyond.

3. There is currently an emphasis on ozone, but information about other environ-

mental pollutants (e.g., particulates) is coming online as well.

4. These apps are not directly predictive. They let the user know how the ozone

cloud has been developing during the last couple of hours, leaving her/him to
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guess what is going to happen next. Hence, information clarity is especially

important.

Good Unhealthy Hazardous

Ozone

Map

Aug 16, 2013, 2:31 PM

(a)

Ozone

Map Good Unhealthy Hazardous

Aug 16, 2013, 2:31 PM

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Flag style skin. (b) Radar style skin.

We adopted a bare-bones app design borrowing familiar user interface elements

from other weather apps. The targeted user is a person who is physically active
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outdoors (e.g., a walker) and may or may not belong to the sensitive group. S/he

needs a fast answer to a simple question: ‘Should I go out right now or not?’ Hence,

by definition, the app does not warrant long user visits for which extensive options

and features might have been useful. In fact, we expect the average visit to last a

few seconds.

The app’s opening screen is the map of the user’s surrounding region (as deter-

mined by the phone’s GPS reading), with a default pin at her/his position commu-

nicating the current ozone level (Figure 3.1a and 3.1b). The user may add more pins

by tapping any point on the map. At the bottom of the screen, the user can tap on

the play icon to visualize the ozone cloud movement for the last two hours. At the

top of the screen, there is a color index that helps the user to interpret the health

impact of the evolving ozone clouds. The user can select the type of map (standard,

satellite, or hybrid) and can search for a specific address to refocus the displayed

map, both typical features in map applications.

The map covers ∼ 90% of the application’s real estate and, thus the superim-

posed color annotation for ozone levels greatly affects the way the user perceives and

interacts with the information. Hence, the ozone color mapping scheme is the major

interface issue at stake.

Two schools of thought formed within the project team across stakeholder lines

(environmental scientists and advocacy groups versus interface designers) regarding

color mapping:
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Flag Style: Keep the legacy color mapping favored by environmental agencies and

groups where green represents safe levels of ozone, yellow represents marginal

levels, and hues of red represent unsafe levels (Figure 3.1a).

Radar Style: Replace the green color with clear coat and enhance the transparency

of the other colors (Figure 3.1b).

The main argument for the flag style thesis was conformity to the established

standard of reporting environmental events where every event (safe or unsafe) needs

to be vividly flagged. An event that is not flagged may be open to misinterpretation

and subsequent litigation. The radar style thesis was based on a design philosophy

that brings to bear the appropriate metaphors in order to improve usability and en-

sure scalability. Ozone and other pollutants constitute manmade weather elements.

For natural weather, a number of well-established visualization schemes exist to de-

pict important phenomena captured in high spatiotemporal resolution with modern

sensor technology. Hence, if for each pollutant we determine the natural weather

analogue, then we can borrow the respective visualization scheme, capitalizing upon

successful (and truly relevant) prior research and practice.

The natural analogue to ozone clouds is storm clouds. We reached this con-

clusion through systematic comparison of the key characteristics between the two

phenomena. The ozone clouds, much like the storm clouds, are locally produced

and are transported by wind. This means that they are characterized by relatively

sharp borders (inside versus outside the phenomenon) and are usually on the move.

Also, ozone clouds, much like storm clouds, are not the norm, since most of the time
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there are neither storms nor high ozone levels in a locality. Finally, storm clouds

can be tracked with high spatiotemporal resolution by radar. Ozone clouds can also

be tracked with high spatiotemporal resolution via interpolation of sensor network

values.

There are two fundamental differences between the flag and radar style designs:

(a) The former fails to account for technological change and uses the wrong metaphor

for ozone visualization, and (b) The latter reckons with technological change, and

through a systematic process selects the correct metaphor. Indeed, the legacy color

annotation scheme for ozone levels was conceived in an era in which only static,

scalar information was available for a metropolitan area (e.g., normal ozone levels

for Houston on October 24, 2002). In this case a single color flag for an entire region

that was valid for a day or more was highly appropriate. There was no need to

superimpose this uniform information on a map; it was typically accompanying a

textual description as a side flag.

The wrong analogue can adversely impact usability, while the correct analogue

can greatly facilitate it. Under the flag style visualization scheme, the geo map will

be covered all the time with solid colors, reducing legibility. Given the intended

use of this technology in guiding runners and bikers who make heavy use of map

information, the radar style visualization appears a better choice.
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3.3 Studies

3.3.1 Pre-release Study

Prior to releasing the application in the App Store, we conducted an anonymous

survey of potential users to investigate their perceptions of, and opinions on, the

matter. The survey description featured links to two video clips, one with the flag-

style interfacing scheme, and one with the radar-style interfacing scheme for a specific

day and time with ozone activity in the Houston area. The participants were asked to

view these two videos and then answer a set of questions. The survey was conducted

online through an email solicitation to the University of Houston community (faculty,

staff, and students).

There were n = 51 responders. The results of the first two questions that repre-

sent the marginal variables in this study are shown in Figure 3.2. The non-parametric

Wilcoxon test indicated no significant differences between the medians of the two dis-

tributions (p = 0.2311 > 0.05). This means that the potential user base appears as

split as the design team. The profile of the respondents, as determined by the re-

maining six questions (Table 3.1), revealed a cohort of mostly young adults in their

20s and 30s (∼ 82%), slightly biased toward the male gender (60% vs. 40%), highly

educated (∼ 66% with M.S. and Ph.D. degrees), who are at least moderately active

outdoors (∼ 85%) and regularly check weather reports (∼ 75%).

The results of this survey, which failed to resolve the issue, are shown below.
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Table 3.1: Subset of survey questions related to the marginal variables.

Variable Description

Flag Q1: Rate the flag style representation of the evolving ozone data.

1=Poor ; 2=Fair ; 3=Good ; 4=Very Good ; 5=Excellent

Radar Q2: Rate the radar style representation of the evolving ozone data.

1=Poor ; 2=Fair ; 3=Good ; 4=Very Good ; 5=Excellent

weather pred Q3: Do you consult weather predictions over your smartphone and/or the Internet?

1=Never ; 2=Rarely ; 3=Sometimes ; 4=Often ; 5=Very Often

pollutant pred Q4: Do you consult pollutant predictions over your smartphone and/or the Internet?

1=Never ; 2=Rarely ; 3=Sometimes ; 4=Often ; 5=Very Often

walk run Q5: Do you walk or run outdoors in a metropolitan area?

1=Never ; 2=Rarely ; 3=Sometimes ; 4=Often ; 5=Very Often

Gender Q6: Gender

1=Male ; 2=Female

Age Q7: Age

1= Age< 20 ; 2=20 <Age< 30 ; 3=30 <Age< 40 ; 4=40 <Age< 50 ; 5=Age> 50

Edu Level Q8: Education Level

1=Primary School ; 2=High School ; 3=B.S.; 4=M.S. ; 5=Ph.D. ; 6=M.D.
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Figure 3.2: Counts of rating flag versus radar style interfaces for real-time ozone

mapping.

The impasse resulted in a compromise where both visualizations options are offered

under the Settings menu in OzoneMap, leaving the choice to the users.

In the pre-release study, this split is not only manifested across disciplinary

boundaries (geoscientists versus computer scientists), but surprisingly across a sam-

ple of the user base. The deeper reason for this split is not entirely clear and calls for

further investigation. It cannot be exclusively debated on usability grounds, since

the flag scheme clearly reduces map legibility. It is possible that for some people

entrenched notions about communicating hazard information override practical (i.e.,

usability) concerns. Hence, the specific problem is also related to the theoretical

framework concerning the role of preconceptions and individual differences in under-

standing and using visual metaphors [61] [62]. It is certainly a difficult puzzle, far
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removed from a ‘black and white’ case that carries implications for emerging lifestyle

applications.

3.3.2 Post-release Study

We opted to incorporate both color mapping schemes in the Settings interface as

options while randomizing the default upon the app’s download. The interactive

help page of the app clearly explained the two color maps, and the user was free

to change the default option any time s/he pleased. By following this strategy, we

wanted to test the following hypothesis: Given several options, the persistent user

will gravitate on his/her own towards the option that best suits him/her. Hence,

competing design schemes can be simultaneously accommodated in an app and left

to naturally flourish or perish.

Two important goals of this research were to (a) draw a portrait of the OzoneMap

user, and (b) capture the app’s usage patterns. To fulfill these goals we collected

online data from August 1 to September 13, 2013, per protocol approved by the In-

stitutional Review Board of the University of Houston. This is the period of the year

with the most frequent ozone alerts in the Houston area. Upon first launch, each user

was assigned a unique ID and was requested to provide information about his/her

age, gender, outdoor activity (if any), and whether s/he had any breathing problems

(Table 3.2). For the outdoor activity information, the questionnaire gave the user

the option to choose between physically active outdoors and non-active outdoors. If
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the user were physically active outdoors s/he needed to specify details of her/his pre-

ferred physical activities by checking accordingly the following boxes: Walking (W)

and/or Biking (B) and/or Hiking(H) and/or Soccer (S) and/or Other (O). After

this point, the application would send a time stamped log of user interactions to our

server that these included logins and change of color map preferences.

Table 3.2: Questionnaire delivered upon user registration.

# Question Value

Q1 Gender Female OR Male

Q2 Age Numeric

Q3 Outdoor Activities?
W—B—H—S—O

OR None

Q4 Breathing Problems? Yes OR No

To facilitate meaningful data analysis, we categorized users according to the

intensity with which they used the application, a variable we termed User Persistence

(UP). Table 3.3 shows the UP breakdown. Low represents the ‘curious’ category,

where users who downloaded the application, checked it once and never opened it

again or downloaded the application and used it a few times. Medium represents the

committed category of users who used the app nearly half the time during the data

collection period, which is a sizable minority. High represent the core of fanatics who

used the app nearly every day. We define as fleeting users Low (F=Low) users, and

as persistent users the union of Medium and High (P = Medium ∪ High) users.
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Table 3.3: Definition of User Persistence

UP Criteria # users

Low days ≤10 354

Medium 10 < days logged ≤ 20 53

High 20 < days logged 20

Over 90% of the users stated that they were physically active outdoors in one or

more activities, and about 27% of the users had breathing problems. Based on the

possible combinations among these two attributes, we partitioned the user base into

four groups: (1) BA: Users with Breathing problems and physically Active outdoors.

(2) BNA: Users with Breathing problems and physically Non-Active outdoors.(3)

NBNA: Users with No Breathing problems and physically Non-Active outdoors. (4)

NBA: Users with No Breathing problems and physically Active outdoors. Figure 3.3

shows the distribution of these categories for different UP levels. The percentage of

the BA category increases as the UP level increases.

Figure 3.4a shows the age distribution for different UP levels. We defined Adoles-

cents as individuals less than 18 years old, Young Adults between 18 and 34, Early

Middle Age between 34 and 45, and Late Middle Age and Older above 45. It is

clear that the most persistent users P were overwhelmingly middle age adults, while

teenage users were in small numbers and only in the fleeting categories F . Our

analysis also revealed that the percentage of females steadily increased in the most
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persistent user categories (Figure 3.4b), closing the gap between the two genders.
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Figure 3.3: User Persistency and distribution of physically active/non-active indi-

viduals with/without breathing problems.
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Figure 3.4: (a) User Persistency and age distribution. (b) User Persistency and

gender distribution.
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Figure 3.5(a) shows that the randomizer was assigning the default colormap with

nearly equal probability between the two visualization schemes. At the end of the

observation period (Figure 3.5) (b), however, nearly all the persistent users P had

switched to the radar style visualization (p<0.001), while there was no significant

change for the fleeting users F (p=0.227).

Figure 3.6a shows that the logins peaked early in the morning, late in the after-

noon, and around lunch time. These times coincide with the times at which people

perform outdoor exercises, i.e., prior to going to work and after getting off work,

respectively, as well as during the midday break when some people may walk to

their favorite restaurant. This correlates well with the survey results, where the

overwhelming majority of the users are physically active outdoors. This is an indica-

tion that users of iBurnCalorie and OzoneMap apps have similar usage patterns. As

mentioned, the OzoneMap app does not reach its full potential as a stand-alone appli-

cation. Therefore, we incorporated OzoneMap into iBurnCalorie in order to provide

walkers with an application tailored to their main needs. However, the stand-alone

OzoneMap application delivers ozone information only for Houston, due to Hous-

ton’s extended sensor infrastructure. To incorporate the app within iBurnCalorie,

we decided to get data from across the United States from a government website [1]

about both ozone and particle pollution conditions.

Figure 3.6b shows that during the performance period, total logins peaked on

the days with high ozone levels in the Houston area. Indeed, the cross-correlation

between the Login and Mean Ozone Level signals is strong (r=0.778, p<0.001).
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Figure 3.5: (a) User Persistency and assignment of color mapping scheme upon user

registration. (b) User Persistency and settlement of color mapping scheme at the

end of the observation period.

Collectively, the data from Figure 3.3, Figure 3.6a, and Figure 3.6b suggest the

likely mode of usage for this app. The users were most probably informed about a

generic ozone alert from the Weather Channel, because OzoneMap does not issue such

alerts. Then, they logged into the OzoneMap app to obtain real-time ozone cloud

development information in their locality prior to engaging in outdoor activities.

3.4 Conclusions and Discussion

In this research we addressed three questions for pollutant apps using a case study:

(a) design methodology; (b) user base; and (c) usage patterns of such apps. The

essence of our design methodology is to consider pollution as manmade weather and
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Figure 3.6: (a) Cumulative diurnal cycle usage of OzoneMap for the performance pe-

riod. (b) OzoneMap usage vs. recorded ozone levels per day during the performance

period.

to find its natural weather analogue in terms of key feature resemblance (local or not,

mobile or not, sharp boundaries or not) and to assume equivalent sensing resolution.

This reduction enables the adoption of appropriate, well researched, and familiar

visualization schemes for newly minted pollution information. With this method,

we found that tracking ozone clouds in real-time resembles tracking storm clouds in

real-time, thus bringing to bear the familiar radar style visualization.

Our design efforts focused on the visualization scheme, because it is clearly the

most important issue at hand ) real-time pollutant apps are annotated geo-maps).

Ozone is the first pollutant that has been incorporated in such real-time apps.

In this context, it is interesting that when the persistent users of pollution apps
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are given the choice between a design based on the ‘analogue’ method and a design

based on other considerations, they naturally gravitate to the ‘analogue’ design.

Regarding the user base of the OzoneMap app, our hypothesis and hope was that

it would be used by people who are active outdoors and/or have breathing problems,

because these are the people who need this information the most. Based on the

survey results, in general this appears to be the case. However, the survey also

revealed that users are overwhelmingly middle-aged. There is absence of adolescents

and only a small percentage of young adults in the persistent user categories P . This

is disconcerting, because we know that these ages are especially active outdoors and

include individuals with breathing problems as well.

The OzoneMap app was promoted in a conventional way. There was a press

release picked up by local and national news outlets (Houston Chronicle, USA Today,

NBC News, and others). Perhaps an additional marketing focus on social media

would have had a stronger impact on younger ages, a message that researchers and

agencies should keep in mind.

In terms of usage, the server records revealed that by and large users were logging

into the application either early in the morning, late in the afternoon, or around the

lunch break. Based on the users’ profiles (over 90% physically active outdoors), it

is likely that the morning and afternoon logins were related to their daily exercise

before and/or after work. This provides an additional incentive for incorporation

of real-time pollutant information in physical activity apps (walking, running, and

biking apps), a goal that drives our ongoing efforts.
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We found that in interdisciplinary groups and for projects with political overtones,

different views may arise that do not make a lot of human-computer interaction (HCI)

sense. Incorporating these views as options in the user-interface, helps to keep the

project team together without hurting the user. As it was proved in the usage study,

the dedicated users picked the ‘right’ option, leaving the other option in ‘idle’. In

due course, the ‘idle’ option can be dropped without ever causing an internal team

fight.

Finally, it has been revealed that the typical app user for an ozone tracking app is

a middle age male or female who is active outdoors and may have breathing problems.

The users check in the application before they start their outdoor activities, either

early in the morning or in late afternoon, to determine the real-time development of

ozone clouds in their locality. The committed users prefer a radar style visualization,

which improves legibility.

In closing, I would like to comment on three open issues that will inform our

future work in this area. First, the radar style color scheme does not only use clear

coat for the lowest class, but also uses higher transparency for all the other colors. In

contradistinction, the flag style scheme uses solid colors that further reduce visibility.

The transparency effect has not been studied in isolation and is an issue that calls

for further research. Second, because the flag style scheme spans a range from red

to green, people with color vision impairment may have an added difficulty reading

it [35] [59], an issue that also calls for further investigation. Third, we have studied

only the perception of potential users about the two visualization schemes, and have
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not directly measured usability, something that is at the top of our future agenda. It

is likely that people who favorably perceive a visualization scheme may change their

opinion once they start using it within an app.
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Chapter 4

Role Model

4.1 Introduction

Over one third of adults and 17% of youth in the United States are obese [13]. Forty-

two percent of the population is predicted to become obese, and 11% is predicted to

become seriously obese by 2030 [25]. Severe obesity is expected to increase by over

100%. However, many children and adults make the choice to be sedentary rather

than physically active [15,20]. In the light of the current statistics, it becomes clear

that there is a need for widespread intervention. Human social networks are strongly

influenced by homophily [39], the tendency to form connections with people similar

to oneself. Homophily, in its turn, promotes induction, the spread of characteristics

or behavior among people. The higher the prevalence of obesity in the population,

and the higher its prevalence within networks of people, facilitates the higher chance
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of easing its spread.

The significance of social networks to the spread of obesity has been the topic

of previous research [12]. Christakis and Fowler evaluated 32 years’ worth of data,

beginning in 1971, collected from the offspring cohort in the Framingham Heart

study [16]. Their results showed that social influence is a strong factor in the obesity

epidemic. They accordingly suggested that this influence could also be harnessed to

spread healthy behaviors in social networks. Christakis and Fowler used some of these

tools to perform their study of the Framingham Heart data. However, the data itself

was collected through written surveys regularly administered to the participants. In

the current era, with the proliferation of mobile technology, researchers no longer

have to physically administer the surveys.

With advancement in technology, it is now possible to monitor and analyze human

behavior and social interactions on a large scale and almost in real time. Initially, an-

alysts used Internet content as the premier data source for understanding large-scale

human interaction. However, now the emergence of static sensing infrastructure has

made it possible to recognize human activities in a physical environment. Recently,

the prevalence of sensor-enriched mobile devices has created unprecedented opportu-

nities to observe human behavior and social interaction [60]. Increased acceptance of

social network platforms along with enthusiasm to share information publicly among

users, has influenced mobile phone applications to adopt sharing of information with

peers. Such sharing has been shown to have a positive relationship with inducing

changes in behavior as a result of social pressure, support, and accountability among
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members of a group [22,33,57].

Mobile applications are a more robust approach to monitoring a user 24/7 and

easily documenting covariates. Our mobile application (iBurnCalorie) allows users

to keep track of their walking, biking, and driving activities thus creating opportu-

nities for them to reflect on their physical activities while enabling them to interact

and motivate each other. However, human beings are not always able to judge what

best motivates them. Choosing a wrong role model may adversely affect the individ-

ual and may also demotivate them and cause them to disengage from the activity.

Picking someone as a yardstick plays a very important role in physical activity. The

person that one follows as a role model or yardstick does not necessarily mean that

s/he has similar physical characteristics. The app aims to steer users away from

sedentary lifestyles by providing reminders to take a walk three times a day, includ-

ing lunchtime, and by drawing a map of daily activity. In addition to allowing users

to keep track of their own physical activity, iBurnCalorie includes a feature permit-

ting users to track the activity of another user on the home screen. In this way, users

can find ‘opponents’ to compete against or role models to imitate. Users can also

‘follow’ statistics, such as the world average, the world top, and their local average

and top users. We would like to be able to analyze how the behavior of a user changes

as s/he follows other users. Does a particular user’s activity increase significantly

when that user follows someone who is much more active? Or does her/his activity

drop off due to being unable to keep up with the other user? Users may respond in

different ways to various discrepancies between their own regular mode of activity
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and that of the users they follow.

In this study in particular, we want to assess the significance of correlation of

characteristics, such as gender, Body Mass Index (BMI), and persistency between

users who follow each other to see comprehensive picture of dominant and follower

interactions. The specific aim of this study is to provide users with optimal matches

to other users, pairing them with people from whom they will benefit. The breadth,

depth, and scale of our multidimensional data source provide an opportunity to

compile footprints of user interactions.

4.2 Methodology

The initial user interface allowed users to follow one buddy on the main screen, which

led to a lack of social network infrastructure. Therefore, iBurnCalorie was redesigned

to facilitate user interaction by allowing users to monitor more than one buddy on

the home screen. Side arrows added to the main screen enable the user to choose to

view any of the users s/he is following (Figure 4.1).

The iBurnCalorie buddy selection protocol is similar to that used by Twitter. If

a user wants to follow some other user, s/he can immediately begin to do by tracking

the other user’s activity in real time. A notification is sent to the user being followed,

so that this user can block the following user(s) if s/he would like to.
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Figure 4.1: iBurnCalorie app Extension.

Our study combines use of sophisticated data analysis tools with a novel, real-

time method of collecting social and physical activity information through a mobile

app. We designed our application to motivate users to be active through social

networking intervention. An important distinction here is that our data comes from

a much less controlled group than the Framingham Heart cohort. We are tracking

individuals who may have never met in person, which reflects a type of relationship

common today. Users of social networking websites, such as Facebook and especially

Twitter, can be strongly influenced by other users with whom they have no real-life

relation.

To analyze the social network component of the iBurnCalorie application, we

used an open-source software, Gephi [7]. Gephi is a network visualization software
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that allows the user to generate a graph of connections and examine the underly-

ing data. We used the software to create several graphs of the users appearing in

the iBurnCalorie social network, showing which of them have followed each other.

Approximately one-and-a-half months (May 7, 2014 to June 23, 2014) of data from

iBurnCalories social network was used.

To create the graphs, we first calculated the BMI of each user participating in

the network, in order to determine their BMI classification (underweight, normal,

overweight, or obese). We also determined what class of persistency each user belongs

to, with low denoting a total of five or less days of use, medium five to ten days, and

high ten or more days. We also have a record of the gender of each user who chose

to disclose that information.

In each of the graphs, the nodes are users, with the curves (edges) between them

showing other users they follow or who follow them. Edges in these graphs should

be read clockwise from the source node to the target node.

In the following graphs, certain user and connection attributes have been repre-

sented by color, size, and edge weight. The color of each node corresponds to that

users BMI classification. Blue represents underweight or normal, orange overweight,

and red obese. Underweight and normal users were grouped together because the

app is mainly focused on reaching overweight and obese users, and underweight users

made up a small percentage of the total users participating in the network (8 out of

220 users, or 3.64%). The black nodes are the statistical users mentioned in the in-

troduction. Since this data was collected, statistical users, other than overall average
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and top (i.e., top 5 or top 20) users, have been removed.

The size of each node is proportional to the value of the users BMI. The thickness

of each edge corresponds to the length of time the source user has spent following the

target. Our data provides us only with information regarding when a user began to

follow another user. Therefore, we made an assumption regarding the last connection

recorded within our time frame for each user. We calculated these connections as

lasting from their recorded starting time until the end of our time frame. For active

users, those who regularly use the app and purposefully follow other users - this

provided a reasonable depiction of which users they prefer to follow. However, for

mostly inactive users, especially those who joined the network but followed no users

other than the default (the ‘world average’ statistic), the resulting graphs appeared

to indicate that those users spent many days or weeks tracking other users, although

they may only have used the app for a total of a few minutes. Therefore, we replaced

the weights of edges with sources at low persistence users with the total time the low

persistence users spent using the app.

To examine how user behavior in the social network differs across persistence

levels, we filtered the graph in order to obtain partial graphs of only those users at

the low, medium, and high persistence levels. The statistical users were kept in each

graph to maintain a higher level of connectivity.
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4.3 Studies

We performed quantitative analysis of how users are influenced by those whom they

follow in order to discover whether users are truly following others as role models,

aspiring to be like them. For this analysis, we focused on users from the high per-

sistence category. These users were most likely to have consistently followed others,

qualitatively demonstrated by Figure 4.6.

It is important to note that users of the application are always following someone,

whether the default (World Average) or whatever user they last chose to follow.

Therefore, a user must have switched from, or re-selected, the user they were following

previously to our data collection period in order to appear in the records. If there were

users who chose a buddy prior to the start of our data collection and simply continued

to follow that person throughout the time frame, these users did not appear in the

collected data. While this obviously excludes users with no interest in the social

network feature, thereby benefitting our analysis, it may also exclude extremely

meaningful long-term user connections. We also do not have any information about

a user was following prior to their first entry in our data.

Among those users for whom some social network activity was recorded during

our time frame, we isolated the users classified as high persistence users based on

one year of walking activity data collection (n = 23). We then pared down the list

by taking into account considerations, such as whether that were actually active and

affecting users during our time frame, as well as other variables that affected the
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meaningfulness of our analysis. The subjects who remained after filtering this list

(n = 9) were those who continued to be active to some extent and for whom activity

was recorded sufficiently early within our data collection period, thereby ensuring

non-trivial data.

To perform our analysis, we searched our data for all the entries corresponding

to each of our subjects. From this information about they followed and when, we

calculated how much time the subjects spent following each user within each day.

This allowed us to determine the user who was dominant in each day for each subject,

that is the user the subject followed for most of the day.

We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients between the activity signals

of follower-role model user pairs along with the corresponding p-values. We also

calculated the weight of each connection, that is the significance of each connection

to the user, based on the number of days the user spent following a particular user,

as compared to the total number of days they spent following any user.

Among the 238 nodes in the network, 220 are real users and 18 are statistical

users. Of the 220 real users, 152 (69.1%) are female and 66 (30%) are male. Two

(0.9%) chose not to disclose their gender.

Ninety-five (43.2%) of the users have a BMI classified as normal. Seventy-three

(33.2%) are classified as overweight, and 52 (23.6%) as obese. As noted above, eight

(3.64%) are classified as underweight and were grouped together with normal users.

Finally, 141 (64.1%) of 220 users belong to the low persistency class, nine (4.1%)
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to the medium class, and 23 (10.5%) to the high class. We do not have persistency

information for 47 (21.4%) of the users.

To examine the importance of these characteristics to connections between users,

we investigated how many users belonging to all gender, BMI, and persistency cate-

gories followed each other.

Table 4.1: Number of inter- and intra-gender user connections.

Target

Female Male

S
ou

rc
e Female 1 0

Male 14 13

Table 4.2: Number of inter- and intra-BMI class user connections.

Target

Normal Overweight Obese

S
ou

rc
e

Normal 2 3 0

Overweight 7 9 6

Obese 0 0 0

Figure 4.2 shows our overall social network graph, that of all the users in the

iBurnCalorie network.

In the large cluster in the top left of the graph are those users who are following

the World Average statistical user and no one else. As mentioned, the World Average
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Table 4.3: Number of inter- and intra-persistency class user connections.

Target

Low Medium High

S
ou

rc
e

Low 1 0 1

Medium 0 0 0

High 5 1 19

World Average

US East Average

World Top 20

World Top 5

US Central Average

US Central Top 1

US East Top 10

World Top 1

World Top 10

World Top 5World Top 5World Top 5World Top 5World Top 5World Top 5d Top 5d Top 5US East Top 5

US Central Top 10

US Mountain Top 1

US Central Top 5

US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1
US Pacific Top 1

US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1US Central Top 1
US Pacific Top 5

Figure 4.2: Graph of all users and connections in iBurnCalorie network.

is the default for all users participating in the network. The users in this cluster have

made no effort to make connections with other users. In the bottom right region of
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the graph, the network is less uniform. These users have reached out to others in the

network, following other people, as well as seeking out the various other statistical

users available. There are several thick edges visible in this portion of the graph,

showing users who have consistently followed each other.

World Average

US East Average

World Top 20

World Top 5

US Central Average

US Pacific Average

US East Top 10

World Top 1

World Top 10

World Top 5World Top 5d Top 5d Top 5
US East Top 5

US Central Top 10

US Mountain Top 1

US Central Top 5

US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1US Mountain Top 1
US Pacific Top 1

US Pacific Top 5

Figure 4.3: Graph of users at low persistency level.

Figure 4.3 is very similar to Figure 4.2, with the cluster of users around the world

average user almost entirely intact. This shows that users who are not very persistent

are also not very active in the network, with most of them not following anyone other

than the default user. There are also no noticeably thick edges present in this graph,

compared to that of all users in Figure 4.2, showing that low persistency users spend

very little time following others. This is as expected, since low persistency users have
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not used the app for any significant length of time.
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Figure 4.4: Graph of users at medium persistency level.

To quantitatively analyze the influence on users of the users they follow, we

focused on users from the high persistence category. These users were most likely to

have consistently followed others, as qualitatively demonstrated by Figure 4.6. We
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Table 4.4: Correlation coefficients, p-values, and weights corresponding to high per-

sistence user connections.

World Top 5 World Average Pacific Average Subject 10 Central Top

Subject 1 0.543, 3.52e-04, 1

Subject 2 0.119, 0.545, 1

Subject 3 0.476, 0.010, 1

Subject 4 0.095, 0.674, 1

Subject 5 0.789, 2.25e-07, 1

Subject 6 0.024, 0.912, 1

Subject 7 0.468, 0.173, 1

Subject 8 NaN, NaN, 0.024 0.547, 8.26e-04, 0.976

Subject 9 0.042, 0.854, 1

calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients between the activity signals of source-

target user pairs and the corresponding p-values. We also calculated the weight of

each connection that is the significance of each connection to the user, based on the

number of days the user spent following a particular user, as compared to the total

number of days they spent following any user. Almost all the users we considered

followed only one other user consistently during our data collection period, so these

connections were given weight 1. Table 4.4 presents the calculated coefficients, p-

values, and weights for all connections.

Figure 4.5 shows users at the medium persistency level. Although some of these

users have also only followed the World Average, the edge thickness shows that they

have done so consistently. Others have sought out other statistical users.
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Figure 4.5: Graph of users at medium persistency level.

Figure 4.6, depicting high persistency users, shows that these users have con-

nected with other users and formed networks. Most of the edges in this graph have

significant weight; users at the high persistency level are consistent in following other

users, including various statistical users.

Of the n = 9 subjects in the quantitative phase of our analysis, four were classified

by BMI as normal, one as overweight, and four as obese. six of them were female

and three were male. seven of the subjects lived in America. Of these, three each

lived in the Central and Eastern time zones and one in the Pacific time zone. The

other two subjects lived in Europe and Asia. Finally, one of the subjects was an

adolescent (less than 18 years old), three were young adults (18 to 34 years old),
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Figure 4.6: Graph of users at high persistency level.

three were in early middle age (34 to 45 years old), and two were in late middle age

or older (above 45 years old).

Although n = 3 of our subjects chose to follow multiple distinct users within our

time frame, single users emerged completely dominant for each of these subjects but

one.

Table 4.4 presents the calculated coefficients, p-values, and weights for all connec-

tions. Almost all the subjects we considered followed only one other user consistently
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during our data collection period, so these connections were given weight 1. Subject

8 is the only exception. However, this subject spent only one day following a user

other than their dominant role model, rendering correlation meaningless due to the

resolution of our data.

Four entries appear in Table 4.4, which indicates that the corresponding connec-

tion has both good correlation values and high statistical significance. These entries

correspond to Subjects 1, 3, 5, and 8. In particular, Subject 5 has very high correla-

tion with her/his role model, the Pacific Average statistic. Subject 5 and Subject 8,

who followed the location-specific statistics Pacific Average and Central Top, both

live in the time zones local to these statistics.

Figure 4.4 visually compares the activity signals of follower-role model user pairs.

The signals were plotted from the starting to the ending times of each connection,

as recorded in our data. The role model represented by the red line in each figure is

the user being followed by each source user or subject, as shown in Table 4.4.

4.4 Conclusions and Discussion

In conclusion, clearly it is easy enough to attract users to our application. If, by

continuing this study, we are able to determine what makes one user ideally suited

to motivate another, we will be able to suggest optimal role models or opponents for

all users. Low persistence users, those who, without external motivation, have no

real drive to use the app, will particularly benefit from this kind of intervention.
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Directions for future research should target a longer observation period for deeper

analysis, because the number of high persistence users available for analysis plays a

critical role in creating a model for future interventions.

Another research direction for the future is that characteristics of low persistence

user profiles need to be determined and comprehensively understood in order to find

out why they are not engaging with other users remaining disconnected from the

social network. Another future work I find most interesting and relevant would be

to examine the scope of, and inferences from an analysis of social influence that may

lead to the conclusion that users may not only have a motivational effect among their

peers, but that the influence percolates down as far as two or three levels.
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